The National Core Arts Standards printed here demonstrate that media arts is a unique art form and should be included as part of a complete arts education in public schools in America. Media arts and visual arts are distinct, complementary, and often intersecting art forms. These media arts standards provide essential information about standard learning expectations for the many education standards in media arts education, such as visual arts, music content areas, and within multiple subject courses.

---

**Anchor Standard | Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal experiences to make art.**

**Identifying the qualities through media arts productions.**

**Producing processes are shaped by the media arts ideas, works, and tools and techniques to create media artworks.**

**Creating roles and discuss the cultural life, such as experiences, identity, history, and social media.**

**Evaluating artworks and share reactions to the quality and intentionally accentuating composition.**

**Artistically developing media artworks.**

**Analyzing various contexts, purposes, and defined processes.**

**Exemplary works.**

---

### The National Core Arts Standards

The National Core Arts Standards provide essential information about standard learning expectations for media arts education, such as visual arts, music content areas, and within multiple subject courses. These standards demonstrate that media arts is a unique art form and should be included as part of a complete arts education in public schools in America. Media arts and visual arts are distinct, complementary, and often intersecting art forms.